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Abstract— This paper presents an approach to teleoperate a
manipulator using a mobile phone as a leader device. Using its
IMU and camera, the phone estimates its Cartesian pose which
is then used to to control the Cartesian pose of the robot’s tool.
The user receives visual feedback in the form of multi-view
video - a point cloud rendered in a virtual reality environment.
This enables the user to observe the scene from any position.
To increase immersion, the robot’s estimate of external forces is
relayed using the phone’s haptic actuator. Leader and follower
are connected through wireless networks such as 5G or Wi-Fi.
The paper describes the setup and analyzes its performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

The principal goal of the presented approach is to provide

users with a portable and intuitive way of teleoperating a

manipulator. With regards to existing teleoperation interfaces,

we present an extreme choice. The interface is already

in everyone’s pocket - a mobile phone. This guarantees

portability but requires working within the limitations of the

device.

Most manipulator teleoperation products are on the op-

posite end of the design space: a premium tabletop teleop-

eration workstation which includes either a virtual reality

(VR ) headset or an autostereoscopic display for visual feed-

back combined with a six-degree-of-freedom haptic device

equipped with fine-grained position sensing and force feed-

back abilities. None of these three modalities can be directly

replicated on a mobile phone.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, our approach implements visual

feedback by rendering a point cloud of the scene containing

the robot and the environment. The user can navigate the

scene by moving the phone, which remedies the lack of depth

perception on the phone display. For control, we estimate

the pose of the mobile phone using proprioceptive and

exteroceptive sensors: the onboard inertial measurement unit

(IMU) and camera. With the activation of a virtual clutch,

changes in this pose are replicated 1:1 at the position level

by the manipulator in both translation and orientation (SE3)

if and as desired.

To relay contact forces to the operator, the built-in haptic

actuator is used, but this is hardly equivalent to the force

feedback a purpose-designed haptic interface can generate.

The actuator is incapable of generating static forces, and only

minute dynamic forces in one direction can be generated.

We relay static forces with an amplitude modulation scheme

driving the haptic actuator. Especially for haptics, a reliable

network connection with low latency provided by wireless

networks such as 5G is important.
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup used for evaluation.

Where can this approach be useful? We think that the

best use case is in the temporary control of a manipulator in

a scenario where human understanding of the manipulation

task can directly be applied. Due to the temporary nature,

conventional haptic interfaces are unlikely to be an efficient

choice. An example for such a scenario is error recovery for

industrial or collaborative manipulators. Our approach allows

the operator to intervene remotely using a more intuitive

interface than the traditional button-based pendants.

The contributions of this paper are the following. To

the authors’ knowledge, using a pose obtained from visual-

inertial fusion on a mobile phone to directly control a manip-

ulator pose in SE3 is novel. This paper also proposes a novel

method to encode transient and static contact forces into hap-

tic actuator feedback. Additionally, this paper demonstrates

how to stream typical RGB-D point clouds over wireless

networks to a mobile device considering bandwidth and

computation limits while still achieving real-time rendering.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. After

a review of the relevant literature in Sec. II, Sec. III describes

the design choices which led to the approach detailed in

Sec. IV. Sec. V then describes the experimental setup used

to evaluate the approach generating the data presented in

Sec. VI. Finally, Sec. VII provides a conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK

The authors of [1] present an approach where only pro-

prioceptive sensors of a mobile device are used to tele-

operate a manipulator. In this approach, the orientation of

the mobile device is mapped to the angular velocity of the

manipulator while the translation velocity is controlled via

the touch screen. This approach seems quite intuitive and

is well adapted for use as an assistive device for people



with limited mobility in the upper extremities as it does not

require to move the device in translation. Teleoperation of a

manipulator using a mobile device also has been presented

in [2], the approach uses proprioceptive sensors only. It maps

the translation and orientation offsets of the phone directly

to the manipulator. Both papers focus on control and do

not describe any visual or haptic feedback on the mobile

device. Shared autonomy-based teleoperation interfaces and

interactive manipulation methods can be aided by object

recognition as shown in [3]. Other alternative interfaces for

teleoperation of a manipulator include using human pose

estimation include using RGB-D cameras [4], [5], or using

controllers together with a VR headset [6].

For anchored teleoperation setups, research has provided

insights into the requirements of haptics as part of force-

feedback [7]. Feedback using haptic actuators has been

explored for teleoperation for some time. [8] presents an

approach using haptics-enabled armbands and uses hand-

tracking for controlling the robot’s pose. The paper also

shows that having haptic feedback is preferred by the user’s

teleoperation setup.

Visual feedback in the form of multi-view video streaming

has been used in [9] where multiple RGB-D cameras are

merged to obtain complete coverage of the scene. This

paper uses a VR headset to allow the user to view the

point cloud from multiple angles with depth perception. For

bandwidth-constraint wireless applications, compression of

either point clouds or RGB-D data is of importance, [10]

compares various approaches. [11] presents applied point

cloud compression and streaming to mobile devices. The

Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG), also involved in

H.264 is developing codecs for streaming point cloud data

[12]. Utilizing edge computing to remove the burden of

streaming and rendering the point cloud is a popular idea,

[13] describes a framework. Most codecs for depth data

compression implement lossy compression. Jiffy Codec [14]

provides a lossless approach to the compression of depth data

coming from LIDAR or RGB-D sensors. It utilizes single

instruction multiple data (SIMD) based integer compression.

From a networking perspective, [15] gives a list of connec-

tivity requirements for a teleoperation setup. [16] discusses

5G teleoperation-specific aspects. [17] presents a comparison

of networking methods for teleoperation, including 5G.

III. DESIGN

In the quest to implement a user-friendly system for mo-

bile teleoperation of manipulators, we observe three different

dominating modalities: control of the manipulator position,

visual feedback and feedback about contacts.

Alteration of the manipulator pose: Conventional haptic

devices for teleoperation provide position-level continuous

input in SE3. Any other approach such as velocity-level

interfaces or discrete input (buttons) greatly reduces the

intuitiveness. Especially when involving haptic feedback,

it is crucial to allow the user to react with reflexes to

newly encountered contacts. In our approach, we want to

replicate the user experience during kinesthetic teaching or

hand guiding of a robot. Just that instead of grasping the

tool, the user grasps the phone and moves the tool indirectly.

A clutch button has to be pressed and held by the user to

actually move the robot. As user observes the robot through

the VR environment from a known position, the motions

of the phone are applied to the robot in a way that the

manipulator shown in the VR environment moves in the same

way. Hence, the input of the user is always relative to the

current pose of the manipulator, but the mapping takes into

account the absolute position of the user in the VR space.

Control of manipulator position and integrated force

control: While optimal transparency can only be realized

by small time constants in all subsystems, this imposes high

requirements on the used devices and the network connecting

them. We replace the need for perfect tracking and force

feedback with a compliant control and simplified force

feedback requiring a less complex leader device. As there

is no way to constrain the motion of the operator holding

the phone, the operator can push the robot into contact and

create excessive contact forces when using a non-compliant

controller. In the presented approach, the compliant control

approach implements an upper limit to the contact forces.

This is also relevant in case the pose estimated by the visual-

inertial fusion can occasionally contain outliers. As an added

feature, a compliant control approach allows the user to

control the interaction force indirectly by pushing in the

direction of a contact constraint.

Contact feedback: Information about contacts is neces-

sary for effectively working within a teleoperation environ-

ment. Again, our objective is to come as close as possible

to 6D force feedback provided by haptic interfaces using

the available hardware on a mobile device. As only a single

haptic actuator is available in current devices, reproducing

arbitrary static forces or force in multiple directions is

impossible. Hence, we designed a system which enables

the user to sense transients related to the creation of a first

contact and additionally sense continuous forces through an

amplitude modulation scheme. All different force directions

are mapped to a single haptics channel. For high-frequency

components of the forces created when establishing a new

contact, we relay a transient haptic signal which is scaled to

the impulse the robot loses when making this contact. This

removes the need for high-frequency sensor-based contact

force measurement and allows to rely on estimation of

external forces. For continuous contact forces, we relay a

continuous haptic signal which is scaled with the magnitude

of the norm of the contact forces.

Visual feedback: We opted for a multi-view live stream

of the scene. The multi-view video stream is presented

in a virtual reality environment which allows the user to

reposition the view port by moving the phone. Motions

of the user are mapped 1:1 into the virtual environment.

Additionally, the design includes a clutch which temporarily

disables the movement in the VR space. This allows the user

to index through the space similar to indexing (activation

of the clutch) for control or teleportation in other VR

applications. We opted to capture both the scene and the



Fig. 2. Leader and follower system and transmitted data streams. Also shown: Relevant frames.

robot with RGB-D cameras and aim to provide 360-degree

coverage. In our setup, we implement multi-view video by

streaming separate colour and depth data from a number of

RGB-D cameras to a phone where they are assembled into

one point cloud. Extrinsic properties of the cameras w.r.t. the

robot are obtained beforehand.

Connectivity: The objective is to propagate the real-time

streams shown in Fig. 2 over a wireless network. Those are

the command (pose, velocity, acceleration, clutch status), and

feedback consisting of the external forces and video streams.

Each stream has its own properties in terms of bandwidth,

acceptable latency and reliability. Another design goal was

to build a system which works in realistic network environ-

ments and reliably establishes a connection in the presence

of firewalls or other network obstructions. Teleoperation is a

perfect example of a peer-to-peer application and is directly

impacted by those. WebRTC [18] is a proven design for

video streaming with the option to add additional real-time

data streams. It uses UDP to encapsulate video streams

and is able to work around said network obstructions using

interactive connection establishment (ICE). Additionally, it

implements transport layer security encryption. Alternatives

include ZeroMQ or ROS2/DDS but they provide only a

subset of these features.

IV. CONTROL & FEEDBACK

In this section, we describe the control scheme across

the different components. This comprises the leader and the

follower side, refer to Fig. 2 for an overview. The following

frames are defined: W is a world-fixed frame on the leader

side, P is a frame attached to the mobile device, B is the

robot base frame, and T is the robot tool frame. We proceed

with the convention of denoting a transformation which

transforms from frame Y to frame X as XT
Y ∈ SE(3). The

transformation can be defined using the translation Xp
Y and

Rotation matrix XR
Y, and has the associated twist Xξ

Y. The

meaning of the auxiliary frames A and H is described below,

frame C1 is the optical frame of the first camera. The Boolean

clutch state is denoted as c.

A. Visual feedback

For visual feedback, the goal is to present the user with a

freely navigable view of the scene, including the robot. On

the robot end, we use multiple RGB-D cameras to capture

the scene. The camera positions BT
C,i are known w.r.t. the

robot’s base. We compress the colour image stream from

each camera using the video codec H.264. For the depth

stream compression Jiffy compression [14] is used. After

decompression, the known camera intrinsics are used to

deproject the depth images to a point cloud. For indexing

through the VR world, we introduce the frames A and H.

The position of these frames can be changed by the user

by holding the ”Hold view” button and moving the phone.

During holding, the view port will not change. This allows

the user to remain at one location and e.g. look at the scene

from an opposite viewpoint without physically moving there.

AT
P =

{

AT
H hold view

AT
W

WT P free
(1)

AT
W =

{

AT
H

PT
W hold view

unchanged free
(2)

AT
H =

{

unchanged hold view

AT
P free

(3)

(4)

The point cloud of camera i is shown in the VR environment

at:

PT
C = PT

A
BT

C,i (5)

this shows that the frame A in the VR space is equivalent to

frame B in the scene. To obtain the WT P(t), a visual-inertial

fusion is used. The description of such is outside the scope

of this paper. One possible approach is described in [19].

Initially, WT P = I with the frame W being gravity-aligned.

B. Command

The visual-inertial fusion additionally estimates the trans-

lation velocity vP. We can obtain the rotation velocity ωP and

the translation acceleration aP directly from sensor data. To

move the manipulator, the user enables the clutch at time tc

at the position AT
P(tc). The Cartesian Impedance controller

received the following the desired pose:

BT
T,d(t) = BT

T(0)TT
D(t) (6)



with the offset TT
D from the initial pose of the tool. When

the clutch is engaged, TT
D is updated using

TT
D(t) = TT

D(tc)

[

I −Ap
P(tc)

0 1

]

AT
P(t)

[

PR
A(tc) 0

0 1

]

.

(7)

and left constant otherwise.

C. Manipulator Control

We assume the following rigid-body dynamics of the

manipulator with the states q and q̇ ∈ R
N :

M(q)(q̈) +C(q, q̇)q̇ + g(q) = τ + JT(q) ·W ext (8)

with the Mass matrix M , Coriolis matrix C, gravity terms

g, Jacobian J associated with the frame T and external

wrench W ext acting on that frame. The actuator torques τ

are computed by a Cartesian impedance control approach

with saturated force and torques:

τ = JT [K(e) · e+D(e) · ė] + τ ffwd (9)

τ ffwd = C(q, q̇)q̇ +M(q)
[

JTẍd + J̇
T
ẋd

]

(10)

K(e) = [1/max(0.1,cosh(p(e)))]
2
·Knom (11)

p(e) = Knom

[

diag(Fmax) 0

0 diag(τmax)

]

· e (12)

with the constant diagonal matrix nominal stiffness Knom,

current stiffness matrix K(e), the damping matrix D(e),
and feed-forward torques τ ffwd. The error e is defined as

e =

[

Bp
T,d − Bp

T

rerr(TR
B

BR
T,d)

]

(13)

with the position of the frame T pT, orientation RT, and

angular error function rerr. D(e) derived using double-

diagonalization based damping design [20] taking into ac-

count the current stiffness K(e).

D. Contact Feedback

We use a momentum-based external force observer [21]

to obtain an estimate of W ext, Ŵ ext:

Ŵ ext = JTτ̂ ext (14)

τ̂ ext = KO

[

M(q)(q̇)−

∫

τ − g(q) +CT(q, q̇)q̇ + τ̂ extds

]

(15)

with KO a diagonal matrix with observer gain. For relaying

the observed wrench W ext to the user, we determine the

haptic pattern to be played based on the contact state. The

contact state is determined with a hysteresis around the 2-

norm of the forces F ext ∈ R
3.

The event of creating a contact is relayed to the user

by playing a haptic pattern with the intensity iimpulse which

replicates the impulse the robot lost when creating the

contact, expressed as the impulse lost in a certain time

window ∆ approximated by:

iimpulse = iimpulse,min +
∣

∣

∣
SJMJTJ [q̇(t)− q̇(t−∆)]

∣

∣

∣

2
(16)

with the minimum intensity iimpulse,min and the selection

matrix S which removes the impulse associated with the

angular velocities.

After the contact has been created, the F ext is mapped to

a different cyclic haptic pattern for which the intensity icyclic

scales with the norm of the external forces:

icyclic = icyclic,min + [|F ext|2 − Fext,thres] . (17)

with the minimum intensity icyclic and the force threshold

for contact activation Fext,thres. External torques are ignored

in the current implementation.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

This section will go over the different components of the

setup, with notes about implementation details and other

insights.

For the leader system: we selected an Apple

IPhone [22] because of the low-latency and high-fidelity

haptic actuator. For the Wi-Fi tests an Iphone 11 was used,

while an Iphone 14 was used for the 5G tests. While the

application can be realized as a web app using the WebXR

API, there is no access to the haptic actuator from within the

browser sandbox. Hence, we implemented a native applica-

tion. This additionally enables leveraging single-instruction-

multiple-data (SIMD ) parallelism for the compression of the

depth data.

For the follower system: we implemented the con-

trol described in Sec. IV for a Franka-Emika collaborative

robot [23], leveraging the provided FCI interface to control

the robot. Our application provides τ to the robot. The robot

is controlled by a small form factor computer with an Intel

i7-8700T CPU and a NVidia Quadro P620 graphics card

which also handles all remaining computational tasks.

Camera streams and compression: Four Intel Realsense

D435 cameras are configured to 848 × 480 resolution

at 30fps. The colour streams are compressed using the

NVENC [24] hardware accelerated H.264 video codec using

the graphics card. On the phone, the streams are decom-

pressed using the VideoToolbox API, leveraging hardware

acceleration. All colour stream compression is handled by

ffmpeg . The depth streams are compressed using the Jiffy

codec [14] which uses the SIMD CPU features for com-

pression and decompression. We reimplemented the Jiffy

codec in C++ for portability reasons and changed the integer

compression library to TurboPFor [25] to support ARM

platforms. We opted for 30fps even though the cameras we

are able to stream at 60fps to avoid saturating the phone

CPU.

Camera extrinsics: BT
C,i is estimated first using hand-

to-eye calibration. For cameras with significant overlap in

point clouds, the extrinsic properties are refined using the

iterative closest point algorithm. This allows for short setup

time and flexible camera placement without a requirement for

overlapping camera views, e.g. in typical extrinsic calibration

approaches.



Impedance Controller: stiffness is set to 400N/m in

translation, and 40Nm/rad in rotation using critical damping.

The leader provides desired position BT
T, desired velocity

Bξ
T and desired acceleration Bξ̇

T
used in the controller (12).

The control approach is completed by a Nullspace controller

regularizing the robot configuration. We found that the com-

pliant control approach utilizing feed-forward terms as much

as possible also reduces the sensitivity to transient errors

in the estimated pose WT P which would otherwise generate

significant jumps or at least noise on the robot side. In the

setup only WT P is affected by those errors, as Bξ
T and Bξ̇

T

are directly derived from sensor data.

External force and impulse observer: We use the exter-

nal force observer data provided through the FCI interface.

We found that in our tabletop setup, the estimate of external

force can be inaccurate when the robot is in motion. We are

using a 10N hysteresis activation threshold Fext,thres before

starting to render contact forces using the haptic actuator.

This avoids signalling non-existent contacts to the user.

Haptic patterns: We have chosen a pattern for contact

creation which feels like a sharp spike. For relaying a

continuous contact force to the user, we chose a smoother

continuously repeating pattern. We scale the patterns to cover

a minimum and maximum static contact force between 10N
and 40N .

Phone pose: We make use of the ARKit API provided

by the phone manufacturer to estimate the phone pose WT P.

See [26] for a comparison of the pose estimation perfor-

mance. The user motions are not scaled, i.e. the user motion

is replicated by the robot 1:1. To obtain WξP we directly

use the output of the CoreMotion API which implements

a filter which relies solely on data from proprioceptive

sensors. For Wξ̇
P

the translation part is also provided by

CoreMotion and we use a differentiating filter to obtain the

angular acceleration. The update rates provided by the ARKit

and CoreMotion API are 60Hz and 100Hz respectively.

There are no additional filters implemented in the complete

setup. Suitable environments are required for the phone pose

estimation to work reliably. Covering or blinding the camera

will lead to drift thus making the point cloud rendering drift

out of the user’s view. Also, the command will be affected

by this drift and this can lead to unintended motions.

Network Connection: For initial testing, we used a

WiFi 4 access point which connects the phone to the robot.

Alternatively, we connect to the Rogers 5G non-standalone

(NSA) test network available on campus using a Quectel

RM520N-GL 5G modem. To implement the WebRTC com-

munication between leader and follower we use libdatachan-

nel [27]. Typically the used networks can exhibit a stochastic

packet loss of below 1% and have non-zero latency and jitter.

Hence robustness of the application under these conditions

is important. Both real-time data streams for the phone pose

WT P and its derivatives and the estimated external force

W ext are fairly resilient to stochastic packet drops. However,

video streams are typically more affected because for the

computation of a frame, all fragments have to arrive. H.264

Fig. 3. Evaluation setup: Manipulator and phone equipped with tracking
markers.

is designed to be robust to a certain packet loss once an intra-

coded frame is successfully received. The Jiffy Codec does

not have these properties. Any dropped packet will make it

impossible to allow computation of a frame until the next

intra-coded frame arrives. The application imprints different

traffic classes in the differentiated services field of the IP

packets, this allows network equipment to prioritize contact

feedback streams over video streams. To reduce network

congestion during high changes in the point cloud and thus

increase traffic we impose an upper limit on video streams

while prioritizing the other feedback traffic. For the case

of temporary loss of communication, i.e. drop of multiple

packets in the control or force feedback streams for 100ms,

the application is designed to disengage the clutch.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

For the performance evaluation, we created a local setup

with near-optimal wireless connectivity. We connected the

phone to a wireless access point directly with minimal

other traffic on this network. In this setup, we observed

an application-level round trip delay between leader and

follower of a minimum of 5ms, average of 20ms, and 60ms

maximum delay with minimal packet loss and reordering for

Wi-Fi. For 5G NSA we measured 40ms, 66ms, and 84ms

respectively. For the final submission of the paper, this setup

will completely move to 5G. The delay was measured using

a separate WebRTC data channel, thus being affected by

all user space, kernel, hardware and network aspects. As a

qualitative result, we observed more consistent control over

the manipulator position using 5G. We attribute this to the

heavily utilized shared 5Ghz spectrum used by Wi-Fi at the

test location.

For visual rendering, we observe an average delay created

by compression, communication and decompression of the

colour images 50ms to 80ms in the Wi-Fi scenario. A frame

rate of 30fps is transmitted and rendered without a signifi-

cant number of frames being dropped. To evaluate tracking

performance without unnecessary artifacts we equipped both

leader and follower with markers for an external tracking

system. This allows us to acquire both the pose of the phone

and the robot’s tool frame with 1kHz and no relative latency.
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Fig. 4. Example user session captured together with the accompanying
video. The top plot shows the position of the leader device in z direction,
the middle plot the follower position. The bottom plot shows the estimated
external forces. In the upper two plots the shaded areas are periods when
the clutch is activated, in the lower plot the shaded areas denote an active
contact.

At steady state, we observe a traffic from leader to follower

of 0.4MBit/s and 65MBit/s in the other direction. Bandwidth

requirements of Jiffy codec depth stream heavily depend on

depth noise and associated filter setup. In general, the point

cloud quality is the bottleneck for the user effectiveness in

manipulation tasks as adjacent objects are easily merged.

Visual feedback could significantly be improved with better

sensor data.

In Fig. 4 a typical user session is shown. The shown data

was recorded during the session submitted as the accompa-

nying video. The user is making use of indexing to navigate

the robot’s workspace as can be seen by the cycles the clutch

status is changed. The motion of the user is contained in a

relatively small comfort zone (about 150mm in z). This is

suitable for a user who does not use upper body motions as

can be seen in the video. On the robot side, the z workspace

is 500mm. During the session, the user moves the robot into

contact and receives haptic feedback about this. In the bottom

diagram of the figure, it can be seen that the user is taking

note of the created contact and does not further increase the

contact force.

Fig. 5 shows tracking of leader and follower for a dynamic

downwards motion. The data is recorded by the external

tracking system which captures the pose of phone and tool,

avoiding any misalignment of samples in time.

VII. CONCLUSION

We described the design and implementation of a teleop-

eration scheme using a mobile phone as a leader device.
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Fig. 5. Tracking performance during a dynamic motion as recorded by the
external tracking system. The user holds the clutch engaged during the area
shaded in red.

When the user moves the phone through space, the ma-

nipulator replicates the motions directly. The phone pose is

estimated using the built-in proprioceptive and exteroceptive

sensors IMU and camera and transmitted over wireless

networks using WebRTC. To realize an intuitive interface

we implemented a compliant control scheme which uses the

estimated pose of the phone to control the manipulator pose.

This scheme implements an upper limit to the static forces

generated to eliminate potential damage to the environment

or the robot. For contact feedback, we map the estimated

external force on the manipulator to the haptic actuator on

the phone. For visual feedback, we stream multiple RGB-

D cameras using hardware-accelerated compression schemes

to the phone where they are rendered into a point cloud.

This enables the operator to freely navigate the scene and

overcomes the limitations of teleoperation interfaces with

only single camera view and also remedies the problem of

missing depth perception on the phone display.

While some aspects of the mobile-phone-based teleopera-

tion interface are clearly inferior to commercially available

desk-mounted solutions for teleoperation of manipulators,

the focus here is to enable teleoperation with a readily

available low-cost leader device. From any place, at any

time, connecting to a robot which could also be mobile. The

strength of this approach lies in scenarios where teleoperation

is used infrequently, e.g. to resolve situations which are

not correctly handled or not covered by an autonomous

application. Alternatively, this can be used as part of a

shared-autonomy scheme for interactive manipulation.

To our surprise, we found that the visual feedback rather

than the pose estimation is the bottleneck in this application.

Future Work: We observed significant development in

the area of point cloud compression algorithms for real-

time multi-view video streaming. Together with better and

more sensors, we hope to address the main bottleneck of

this approach.

To further improve immersion, we want to augment the

displayed point cloud with an estimate of the contact point

locations and contact force direction indicators.
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